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1957 CHEVROLET
GEN IV WITH 4-LEVER CONTROLS

IMPORTANT NOTICE—PLEASE READ

FOR MAXIMUM SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
VINTAGE AIR RECOMMENDS THE FOLLOWING:

* 18" HEAVY DUTY FAN - 32918-VUF
* 1955-57 CHEVY FAN SHROUD (V/8 RADIATOR POSITION) - 37155-VCF, OR 1955-57 CHEVY FAN SHROUD (6 cyl. RADIATOR POSITION) - 32057-VCF
* 16" SPAL AUXILIARY CONDENSER FAN PACKAGE - 32007-VUF

THIS KIT DOES NOT CONTAIN HEATER HOSE. YOU MUST PURCHASE 8 FEET OF 5/8" DIA. HEATER HOSE FROM VINTAGE AIR (31800-VUD) OR FROM YOUR LOCAL PARTS RETAILER

SAFETY SWITCHES:
YOUR VINTAGE AIR SYSTEM IS EQUIPPED WITH A BINARY PRESSURE SAFETY SWITCH. A BINARY SWITCH (11078-VUS) DISENGAGES THE COMPRESSOR CLUTCH IN CASE OF EXTREME LOW PRESSURE CONDITION (REFRIGERANT LOSS) OR EXCESSIVELY HIGH HEAD PRESSURE (380 lbs.), TO PREVENT COMPRESSOR DAMAGE OR HOSE RUPTURE. A TRINARY SWITCH (11076-VUS) COMBINES HI/LO PRESSURE PROTECTION WITH AN ELECTRIC FAN OPERATION SIGNAL AT 220 lbs., AND MAY BE SUBSTITUTED FOR USE WITH ELECTRIC CONDENSER FANS. COMPRESSOR SAFETY SWITCHES ARE EXTREMELY IMPORTANT SINCE AN A/C SYSTEM RELIES ON REFRIGERANT TO CARRY LUBRICATION THROUGH THE SYSTEM.

SERVICE INFO:
EVACUATE THE SYSTEM FOR 35-45 MINUTES WITH SYSTEM COMPONENTS (DRIER, COMPRESSOR, EVAPORATOR AND CONDENSER) AT A TEMPERATURE OF AT LEAST 85° F. ON A COOL DAY THE COMPONENTS CAN BE HEATED WITH A HEAT GUN OR BY RUNNING THE ENGINE WITH THE HEATER ON BEFORE EVACUATING. LEAK CHECK AND CHARGE TO SPECIFICATIONS.

THE PROPER AMOUNT OF REFRIGERANT IS CRITICAL TO PROPER SYSTEM OPERATION. VINTAGE AIR RECOMMENDS OUR SYSTEMS BE CHARGED BY WEIGHT WITH A QUALITY CHARGING STATION OR SCALE.

REFRIGERANT CAPACITIES

134a SYSTEM
CHARGE WITH 1.8 lbs.
(1 lbs. 12 ozs) OF REFRIGERANT

R-12 SYSTEM
CHARGE WITH 2.0 lbs. OF REFRIGERANT

LUBRICANT CAPACITIES

NEW COMPRESSOR - NO ADDITIONAL OIL NEEDED
USED COMPRESSOR - CONSULT VINTAGE AIR
IMPORTANT WIRING NOTICE-PLEASE READ

SOME VEHICLES MAY HAVE HAD SOME OR ALL OF THEIR RADIO INTERFERENCE CAPACITORS REMOVED. THERE SHOULD BE A CAPACITOR FOUND AT EACH OF THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

1. ON THE POSITIVE TERMINAL OF THE IGNITION COIL
2. IF THERE IS A GENERATOR, ON THE ARMATURE TERMINAL OF THE GENERATOR
3. IF THERE IS A GENERATOR, ON THE BATTERY TERMINAL OF THE VOLTAGE REGULATOR

MOST ALTERNATORS HAVE A CAPACITOR INSTALLED INTERNALLY TO ELIMINATE WHAT IS CALLED 'WHINING' AS THE ENGINE IS REVVED. IF WHINING IS HEARD IN THE RADIO, OR JUST TO BE EXTRA CAUTIOUS, A RADIO INTERFERENCE CAPACITOR CAN BE ADDED TO THE BATTERY TERMINAL OF THE ALTERNATOR.

IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT THAT THE BATTERY LEAD IS IN GOOD SHAPE AND THAT THE GROUND LEADS ARE NOT COMPROMISED. THERE SHOULD BE A HEAVY GROUND FROM THE BATTERY TO THE ENGINE BLOCK, AND ADDITIONAL GROUNDS TO THE BODY AND TO THE CHASSIS.

IF THESE PRECAUTIONS ARE NOT OBSERVED, IT IS POSSIBLE FOR VOLTAGE SPIKES TO BE PRESENT ON THE BATTERY LEADS. THESE SPIKES COME FROM IGNITION SYSTEMS, CHARGING SYSTEMS, AND FROM TURNING SOME OF THE VEHICLE'S OTHER SYSTEMS ON AND OFF. MODERN COMPUTER OPERATED EQUIPMENT CAN BE SENSITIVE TO VOLTAGE SPIKES ON THEIR POWER LEADS, WHICH CAN CAUSE UNEXPECTED RESETS, STRANGE BEHAVIOR, AND MAY ALSO CAUSE PERMANENT DAMAGE.

VINTAGE AIR STRIVES TO HARDEN THEIR PRODUCTS AGAINST THESE TYPES OF ELECTRICAL NOISE, BUT THERE IS A POINT WHERE A VEHICLE'S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CAN BE DEGRADED SO MUCH THAT NOTHING CAN HELP.

RADIO INTERFERENCE CAPACITORS SHOULD BE AVAILABLE AT MOST AUTO & TRUCK PARTS SUPPLIERS. THEY TYPICALLY ARE CYLINDRICAL IN SHAPE, A LITTLE OVER AN INCH LONG, A LITTLE OVER A HALF INCH IN DIAMETER. THEY HAVE A SINGLE LEAD COMING FROM ONE END OF THE CYLINDER WITH A TERMINAL ON THE END OF THE WIRE, AND THEY WILL HAVE A MOUNTING CLIP WHICH IS SCREWED INTO A GOOD GROUND ON THE VEHICLE. THE SPECIFIC VALUE OF THE CAPACITANCE IS NOT TOO SIGNIFICANT, IN COMPARISON TO IGNITION CAPACITORS THAT ARE MATCHED WITH THE COIL TO REDUCE PITTING.

- CARE MUST BE TAKEN WHEN INSTALLING THE COMPRESSOR LEAD, NOT TO SHORT IT TO GROUND. THE COMPRESSOR LEAD MUST NOT BE CONNECTED TO A CONDENSER FAN OR ANY OTHER AUXILIARY DEVICE. SHORTING TO GROUND OR CONNECTING TO A CONDENSER FAN OR ANY OTHER AUXILIARY DEVICE WILL CAUSE SEVERE DAMAGE TO THE ECU.

- WHEN INSTALLING GROUND LEADS ON GEN IV SYSTEMS, THE BLOWER CONTROL GROUND AND ECU GROUND MUST BE CONNECTED IN SEPARATE LOCATIONS. IDEALLY, THE BLOWER CONTROL GROUND [HEAVY GAUGE WIRE] SHOULD BE CONNECTED TO THE ENGINE BLOCK OR TO THE NEGATIVE BATTERY POST WITH A 10-12 GAUGE WIRE. ECU CAN BE CONNECTED TO ANY CHASSIS GROUND.

- THE HEATER CONTROL VALVE IS A NORMALLY OPEN VALVE. IT MUST BE CONNECTED TO THE ECU TO BLOCK WATER FLOW IN AC MODE.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR 1957-CHEVROLET

BEFORE STARTING THE AIR CONDITIONER INSTALLATION, CHECK FOR PROPER OPERATION OF ALL COMPONENTS (RADIO, LIGHTS, WIPERS, ETC.). STUDY THE INSTRUCTIONS, ILLUSTRATIONS AND DIAGRAMS. FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION CHECK OFF (√) EACH PROCEDURE PRIOR TO MOVING ON TO THE NEXT STEP.

ENGINE COMPARTMENT

☐ DISCONNECT BATTERY AND REMOVE
☐ REMOVE BATTERY TRAY
☐ REMOVE AIR CLEANER
☐ DRAIN RADIATOR
☐ DISCONNECT HEATER HOSES
☐ REMOVE O.E.M. BLOWER ASSEMBLY FROM FIREWALL AND FENDER. KEEP THE TWO O.E.M. FIREWALL COVER RETAINING BRACKETS FOR USE WITH THE NEW FIREWALL COVER
☐ REMOVE O.E.M. HEATER CONTROL VALVE AND DISCARD
☐ INSTALL HEATER CONTROL VALVE BLOCK OFF PLATE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1 BELOW.

FIGURE 1
PASSENGER COMPARTMENT

1. □ REMOVE CONTROL PANEL BEZEL
2. □ REMOVE OEM CONTROL PANEL AND DISCONNECT CABLES (DISCARD CABLES)
3. □ REMOVE GLOVE BOX (DISCARD)
4. □ REMOVE GLOVE BOX DOOR
5. □ REMOVE RADIO (OPTIONAL)
6. □ REMOVE CLOCK
7. □ REMOVE AND DISCARD THE OEM HEATER ASSEMBLY AND HEATER DUCT
8. □ REMOVE AND DISCARD DEFROSTER DUCT

FIGURE 2
CONDENSER ASSEMBLY

☐ LOOSEN THE SIX BOLTS THAT SECURE THE RADIATOR TO THE CORE SUPPORT.

☐ SLIDE THE CONDENSER ASSEMBLY INTO POSITION. THE CONDENSER BRACKETS WILL BE HELD BETWEEN THE RADIATOR AND CORE SUPPORT, SECURED WITH THE SIX RADIATOR BOLTS. SEE FIGURE 3 & 3b BELOW. HOLDING THE CONDENSER IN POSITION, TIGHTEN THE SIX RADIATOR BOLTS.

CORE SUPPORT

☐ LOCATE THE TEMPLATE ON PAGE 25, AND ALIGN THIS TEMPLATE ON THE PASSENGER SIDE CORE SUPPORT PANEL. USING THE TEMPLATE, MARK HOLES AND CUT THE 1 1/4" HOLE, USING A HOLE SAW. DRILL THE 5/16" HOLE IN NOTED LOCATION. SEE FIGURE 3a BELOW.

☐ INSTALL THE #6 AND #8 CONDENSER LINES THROUGH 1 1/4" HOLE. LUBRICATE O-RINGS AND CONNECT LINES TO CONDENSER.

☐ LOCATE THE SPLIT GROMMET AND INSTALL AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 3b, BELOW.

☐ INSTALL DRIER LOOSELY AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 3b BELOW.

NOTE: REFRIGERANT FLOW: (ARROW ON DRIER)

FIGURE 3a

INSTALLATION OF CONDENSER HARDLINES

FIGURE 3
**COMPRESSOR & BRACKETS**

- Refer to separate instructions included with the bracket kit to install the compressor bracket. Refer to figure 4 below for compressor mounting position.

**PULLEYS**

- In most instances existing belt lengths will remain the same. See figure 4 below.

---

**PULLEYS (VINTAGE AIR) SHORT PUMP SMALL BLOCK CHEVY (STEEL PULLEY)**

- 22503-VCA - Water Pump Pulley (Double Groove)
- 22506-VCA - Crankshaft Pulley (Double Groove) (With power steering. A 3 groove crank pulley is required)
- 22507-VCA - Crankshaft Pulley (Triple Groove)

---

**NOTE:** Belt routing may vary with different bracket sets. Always refer to instructions included with brackets.

**DEFROST DUCT INSTALLATION**

- Install defrost ducts with 2” duct hose (Passenger side) 2” x 10” (Driver side) 2” x 24”

See figure 5 below & figure 10, page 15.
CONTROL PANEL CONVERSION

- Locate control panel kit.
- Remove O.E.M. blower switch. Discard switch, but retain the two O.E.M. screws. See Figure 7, Page 12.
- Remove O.E.M. placard and discard.
- Install new placard. See Figure 6, Page 11.
- Install new 5-prong blower switch, using the two O.E.M. screws. See Figure 7, Page 12.
- Remove fresh air lever from O.E.M. control panel, drill 3/16" dia. hole as shown in Figure 7a, Page 12.
- Remove O.E.M. cable clamps, and discard.
- Drill 3/16" hole in control panel mounting bracket. See Figure 7, Page 12
- Locate temp blend potentiometer assembly, see Figure 7, Page 12.
- Attach connecting push rods of temp. potentiometer assembly to O.E.M. control panel levers. Note: The center two levers must be in the, "OFF" & "HEAT" position (all the way down) with the connecting push rods pulled all the way out for proper installation. See Figure 7, Page 12.
- After connecting push rods to control levers, secure with push-rings, and slide the temp. potentiometer assembly under mounting bracket. Secure assembly to mounting bracket with 8-32 x 3/4" pan head screw from bottom side of the assembly into mounting bracket. As shown in Figure 7b, Page 12.
- Attach the fresh air cable bracket to control panel and temp. potentiometer assembly with 8-32 x 3/4" pan-head screw. Once the screw passes thru assembly thread 8-32 nylock nut to the screw from bottom side of assembly and tighten as shown in Figure 7b, Page 12.
- Install fresh air cables to fresh air lever, secure with clevis pin, nylon washers, 3/16" flat washer and 3/32" cotter pin. See Figure 7b, Page 12.
- Attach fresh air cables with cable clamps to fresh air cable mounting bracket, secure with 8-32 x 3/4" screw and 8/32 nylock nut.

MODE SELECTOR SWITCH ASSEMBLY

- Locate mode selector switch assembly
- Attach selector push-rod to lever and secure with push-ring. See Figure 6, Page 11.
- Attach mode selector switch assembly using O.E.M holes in control panel with two 8-32 self tapping screws. See Figure 6, Page 11.
CONTROL CABLES AND WIRING

ROUTE THE FRESH AIR CABLES THROUGH THE ORIGINAL CABLE HOLES IN THE FIREWALL. USING CABLE CLAMPS, CONNECT CABLE TO THE BUTTERFLY DOOR IN THE LEFT AND RIGHT FRONT FENDER. ADJUST CABLES, AND VERIFY THAT BOTH BUTTERFLY DOORS CLOSE COMPLETELY.
EVAPORATOR INSTALLATION

- On a work bench, install evaporator rear brackets, and install evaporator hardlines with properly lubricated O-rings. (See Figure 18, Page 22, and Figure 15b, Page 19.)

- Install front mounting bracket to evaporator unit with 1/4-20 x 1/2" button head screw & washer tighten as shown in Figure 9, Page 14. Loosely attach front mounting bracket to dash with 1/4-20 x 1" bolt, washer and nut. See Figure 8 below.

- Lift evaporator unit up & under the dashboard (See Figures 8, 8a below & Figure 8b, Page 14). Secure loosely to the firewall from the engine compartment side with (2) 1/4-20 x 1" bolts and washers. See Figure 9, Page 14 & Figure 16, Page 20.

- Install center A/C plenum to evaporator with (2) 10/32 x 1/2" screws. See Figure 9, Page 14.

- Loosely secure the center plenum to dash with the center plenum mounting bracket, using a 1/4-20 x 1" bolt and washer. See Figure 9, Page 14.

- Verify that evaporator unit is level and square to the dash, then tighten all securing bolts. (Note: Tighten the two bolts on firewall first, then the front mounting bracket bolt and nut. Tighten the center plenum mounting bolt last).

---

**FIGURE 8**

**FIGURE 8a**

Install evaporator unit from passenger side floor board.

Rotate evaporator unit so lines pass through opening in firewall and lift into place.
Once into place secure evaporator unit to firewall.

1/4-20 x 1” BOLT & WASHER

Figures 8b and 9

1/4-20 x 1” BOLT & WASHER

1/4-20 x 1/2” BUTTON HEAD SCREW

1/4-20 x 1” SCREW

10/32 x 1/2” SCREW

Bottom lip of dash

Center plenum mounting bracket

Center A/C plenum

Dash

Side view
**DUCT & DRAIN HOSE ROUTING**

- Drill 5/8” hole in firewall for drain hose, use firewall hole template on page 25. See Figure 16, page 20.
- Connect drain hose to bottom of evaporator unit and route to firewall (see Figure 16, page 20).
- Install duct hoses as shown in Figure 10 below.
- Install driver & passenger under-dash louvers. See Figure 11, page 16.

**CONTROL WIRING**

- ![Control Wiring Diagram](image)

**Figure 10**
INSTALL PASSENGER AND DRIVER SIDE BALL LOUVERS BY SLIDING THE SIDE FLANGE OF BALL LOUVER BETWEEN THE KICK PANEL AND KICK PANEL RETAINING STRIP.

SLIDE LOUVER UP TOWARDS BOTTOM OF DASH UNTIL THE LOUVER IS SEATED AGAINST DASH, AND SECURE TO KICK PANEL WITH SUPPLIED #8 X 1/2″ PANHEAD SCREW. SEE FIGURE 11 ABOVE.
HARDLINE & HOSE INSTALLATION

STANDARD HOSE KIT

☐ LOCATE THE TWO COMPRESSOR ALUMINUM HARDLINE EXTENSIONS. SEE FIGURE 15, PAGE 19.

☐ LOCATE THE #8 COMPRESSOR ALUMINUM HARDLINE. LUBRICATE (1) #8 O-RING AND INSTALL ON THE FEMALE O-RING END. CONNECT THIS LINE TO THE #8 DISCHARGE PORT ON THE COMPRESSOR, AND TIGHTEN. SEE FIGURE 15, PAGE 19.

☐ LOCATE THE #10 COMPRESSOR ALUMINUM HARDLINE. LUBRICATE (1) #10 O-RING AND INSTALL ON THE FEMALE O-RING END. CONNECT THIS LINE TO THE #10 SUCTION PORT ON THE COMPRESSOR, AND TIGHTEN. SEE FIGURE 15, PAGE 19.

☐ SECURE THE TWO COMPRESSOR HARDLINES TO THE COMPRESSOR, USING THE SUPPLIED CLAMP. SEE FIGURE 15a, PAGE 19.

☐ LOCATE THE #8 RUBBER HOSE. THIS HOSE WILL CONNECT TO THE #8 ALUMINUM COMPRESSOR HARDLINE AND #8 ALUMINUM HARDLINE FROM CONDENSER. LUBRICATE (2) #8 O-RINGS, AND INSTALL ONE ON EACH END OF THE #8 RUBBER HOSE. ROUTE HOSE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 15, PAGE 19 AND TIGHTEN. NOTE: THE 90° DEGREE HOSE END CONNECTS TO THE CONDENSER HARDLINE.

☐ PASS THE #6 LIQUID LINE THRU THE BOTTOM HOLE IN FIREWALL COVER. SEE FIGURE 15b, PAGE 19.

☐ PULL FIREWALL COVER BACK AND INSTALL THE #6 LIQUID LINE, LUBRICATE (1) #6 O-RING AND TIGHTEN. SEE FIGURE 15b, PAGE 19.

☐ SECURE THE FIREWALL COVER USING TWO O.E.M RETAINING BRACKETS. SEE FIGURE 16, PAGE 20.

☐ LOCATE THE #10 RUBBER HOSE. THIS HOSE WILL CONNECT TO THE #10 ALUMINUM COMPRESSOR HARDLINE AND #10 ALUMINUM HARDLINE FROM EVAPORATOR. LUBRICATE (2) #10 O-RINGS, AND INSTALL ONE ON EACH END OF THE #10 RUBBER HOSE. ROUTE HOSE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 15, PAGE 19 AND TIGHTEN. NOTE: THE 90° DEGREE HOSE END CONNECTS TO THE COMPRESSOR HARDLINE.

☐ INSTALL HEATER HOSES TO HEATER LINES AND ROUTE AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 15-15b, PAGE 19. SECURE WITH HOSE CLAMPS. NOTE: THIS KIT DOES NOT CONTAIN HEATER HOSE. YOU MUST PURCHASE 5/8" DIA. HEATER HOSE FROM YOUR LOCAL PARTS RETAILER.

MODIFIED HOSE KIT

☐ REFER TO SEPARATE INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH MODIFIED HOSE KIT.

HEATER CONTROL VALVE & #6 LIQUID LINE

☐ INSTALL HEATER CONTROL VALVE IN-LINE WITH INTAKE MANIFOLD (PRESSURE SIDE) HEATER HOSE. SEE FIGURE 14, PAGE 18.

☐ INSTALL THE #6 LIQUID LINE TO DRIER WITH LUBRICATED O-RING AND TIGHTEN. FIGURE 15, PAGE 19

☐ INSTALL BINARY SWITCH ON #6 LIQUID LINE. SEE FIGURE 15, PAGE 19.

☐ SECURE THE #6 LIQUID LINE TO THE FENDER USING THE SUPPLIED ADEL CLAMP. SEE FIGURE 15, PAGE 19.
HEATER CONTROL VALVE INSTALLATION

**FIGURE 12**

Twist with this wrench. Hold with this wrench. Lubricate O'ring (see Figure 13).

**FIGURE 13**

#6 O'RING

#8 O'RING

#10 O'RING

For a proper seal of fittings, install supplied O'rings as shown and lubricate with supplied oil.

**FIGURE 14**

ECU module

Flow

#6 LIQUID LINE

#10 SUCTION HOSE

HEATER HOSE

TO WATER PUMP

FROM INTAKE
AC/HEAT HOSE & LINE ROUTING

NOTE: COMPRESSOR HARDLINES ARE INCLUDED WITH STANDARD HOSE KIT ONLY.

#8 COMPRESSOR ALUMINUM HARDLINE EXT. (DISCHARGE SIDE) 35038-VUG-A

#10 COMPRESSOR ALUMINUM HARDLINE EXT. (SUCTION SIDE) 35037-VUG-A

NOTE: MODIFIED HOSE KITS INCLUDE 2 - 135° COMPRESSOR FITTINGS. (REFER TO MODIFIED HOSE KIT INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED WITH HOSE KIT.)
INSTALL FRESH AIR CAP TO FRESH AIR DUCT UNDER PASSENGER SIDE FENDER AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 16 BELOW.
FINAL STEPS

☐ INSTALL CONTROL PANEL AND WIRE ACCORDING TO WIRING DIAGRAM ON PAGE 23.
☐ PLUG CONTROL SWITCH HARNESS INTO ECU MODULE. (NOTE: PLUG LOCATION BY ALIGNING YELLOW DOTS.) SEE WIRING DIAGRAM ON PAGE 23.

NOTE: CARE SHOULD BE TAKEN TO ENSURE THAT THE CONTROL HEAD CONNECTOR ON THE TOP OF THE ECU IS PROPERLY ALIGNED WITH THE CORRESPONDING PINS. IT IS POSSIBLE TO INSTALL THE CONNECTOR ONE PIN OFF TO THE LEFT OR RIGHT. IF THE CONNECTOR IS INSTALLED IMPROPERLY THE FAN WILL RUN ON HIGH.

☐ INSTALL GLOVE BOX BOTTOM AND GLOVE BOX DOOR, SECURE TO DASH WITH (3) O.E.M. SCREWS. SEE FIGURE 17, BELOW.
☐ WITH GLOVE BOX BOTTOM AND DOOR IN PLACE, INSTALL GLOVE BOX TOP TO THE S-CLIPS ON THE GLOVE BOX BOTTOM, AND SECURE TOP TO DASH WITH (5) O.E.M. SCREWS. SEE FIGURE 17 BELOW.

☐ REINSTALL ALL PREVIOUSLY REMOVED ITEMS (BATTERY BOX & BATTERY).
☐ FILL RADIATOR WITH AT LEAST A 50/50 MIXTURE OF APPROVED ANTIFREEZE AND WATER. IT IS THE OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP THE FREEZE PROTECTION AT THE PROPER LEVEL FOR THE CLIMATE IN WHICH THE VEHICLE IS OPERATED. FAILURE TO FOLLOW ANTIFREEZE RECOMMENDATIONS WILL CAUSE HEATER CORE TO CORRODE PREMATURELY AND POSSIBLY BURST IN AC MODE AND/OR FREEZING WEATHER, VOIDING YOUR WARRANTY.
☐ DOUBLE CHECK ALL FITTINGS, BRACKETS AND BELTS FOR TIGHTNESS.
☐ VINTAGE AIR RECOMMENDS THAT ALL AC SYSTEMS BE SERVICED BY A CERTIFIED AUTOMOTIVE AIR CONDITIONING TECHNICIAN.
☐ EVACUATE THE SYSTEM FOR A MINIMUM OF 45 MINUTES PRIOR TO CHARGING AND LEAK CHECK PRIOR TO SERVICING.
☐ CHARGE THE SYSTEM TO THE CAPACITIES STATED ON THE INFORMATION PAGE (PAGE 4) OF THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL.
WARNING: DO NOT CONNECT AUXILIARY DEVICES TO THE COMPRESSOR LEAD. THIS WILL RESULT IN SEVERE DAMAGE TO SYSTEM!
OPERATION OF CONTROLS

FOR MAXIMUM COOLING AND HEATING, THE AIR LEVER MUST BE IN “INSIDE MODE” POSITION

NOTE: WHEN BATTERY POWER IS FIRST CONNECTED TO THE ECU, THE COMPUTER GOES THROUGH AN INITIALIZATION SEQUENCE. THIS INITIALIZATION MAY TAKE UP TO 30 SECONDS. DURING INITIALIZATION THE BLOWER WILL NOT OPERATE, BUT THE DOORS INSIDE THE UNIT WILL BE OPERATING. A LOW BATTERY OR Disconnecting THE BATTERY MAY ALSO TRIGGER A RE-INITIALIZATION. DURING START UP, A LOW BATTERY MAY DROP BELOW 7 VOLTS, TRIGGERING RE-INITIALIZATION.

 SYSTEM OFF

A/C MODE

BLOWER SPEED CONTROL (LOW/MED/HI)

HEAT MODE

DEFROST MODE

NOTE: THERE ARE TWO BI-LEVEL POSITIONS: BETWEEN DASH-FLOOR BETWEEN FLOOR-DEF

BI-LEVEL A/C MODE

BI-LEVEL HEAT MODE
(TOP)

CORE SUPPORT TEMPLATE

FIREWALL
DRAIN HOLE
TEMPLATE

OPENING
IN
FIREWALL

(FROM INSIDE CAR)

5/8" DIAMETER
DRAIN HOLE

CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE UNTIL OPENING IN FIREWALL & PLACE EDGE AGAINST FIREWALL SUPPORT

PASSenger SIDE FENDER

3-9/16" R

1-1/4" DIAMETER

2-5/16"

FOLD PAGE AT THIS LINE AND POSITION AT EDGE OF CORE SUPPORT (REMOVABLE PANEL)

EXISTING
HOLES

5/16" DIAMETER

2-1/4"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYMPTOM</th>
<th>SOLUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• BLOWER STAYS ON HIGH, NO MODE FUNCTIONS</td>
<td>• BE SURE CONTROL HEAD CONNECTOR IS PROPERLY INSTALLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PARTIAL FUNCTION OF CONTROL HEAD. (SOME FUNCTIONS WORK)</td>
<td>• CHECK FOR DAMAGE TO CONTROL HARNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• COMPRESSOR DOES NOT TURN ON. (ALL OTHER FUNCTIONS WORK)</td>
<td>• CHECK FOR PROPER CHARGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• NO FUNCTION AT ALL</td>
<td>• CHECK COMPRESSOR FUSE (WARNING: USE ONLY 10 AMP FAST BLOW FUSE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• BE SURE AC LEVER (SECOND FROM LEFT) IS UP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CHECK MAIN POWER LEAD AFTER CIRCUIT BREAKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CHECK FOR POWER WITH IGNITION ON AT PURPLE WIRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• CHECK ALL GROUNDS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>